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Abstract: 

 

This paper will focus primarily on Buzoter, the satirical journal in which Zoshchenko 

experimented with a number of literary styles under the guise of several pseudonyms. Some 

stories – including the short stories for which Zoshchenko is well known – credit either 

Zoshchenko himself or “M.Z.” as the author. It is another of Zoshchenko’s more prolific alter-

egos, however, who permeates the pages of Buzoter — “Gavrila,” the host and mascot of the 

journal. Gavrila comments on drawings and cartoons, engages in active dialogue with the 

semiliterate readership (through crudely written notes), introduces each issue on the cover and 

oversees a number of sections, including the lengthiest, “Gavrila’s making a fuss” [Gavrila 

buzit]. 

 

In this paper, I examine the evolving relationship between author and reader, including the open 

and continuous dialogue between “Gavrila” and his readership. Gavrila, on the first page of the 

magazine’s first issue, is introduced to the reader: “To highlight trade union life we invite 

comrade Gavrila. For a long time he protested against the idea. I, he said, am a family man and 

rarely write [malo pishushchii], this isn’t my business” (Buzoter 1, 1.1 1924). I consider 

Zoshchenko’s authorial false modesty an attempt to identify with a new and unfamiliar audience. 

Gavrila begins the magazine with an attempt to disarm the reader by claiming his own 

semiliteracy and lack of interest in official discourse. Rather than serving as a text that would be 

read communally, such as a primer, the satirical magazines are publications for the worker’s 

club, where the reader could begin to practice brief, controlled instances of silent reading among 

peers. Buzoter and other similar satirical magazines invite a broad audience to engage in 

independent reading at either the library or, if one could afford a copy, in the home. Reader 

participation in satirical magazines was extensive: letters to the editor, letters to Gavrila and 

seemingly unsolicited anecdotes from readers proliferate in the publication. The reader’s active 

contributions extended beyond these letters to sections of short stories published independently 

of the magazine. This paper will show the kinds of narrative devices and themes Zoshchenko 

employs that reflect this engagement with the newly literate reader. 

 

 


